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Abstract. Compared with ordinary subsurface drip irrigation the trace quantity
irrigation has some new features which will provide water according to the
demand of the crops and continuous supply right and small amount water to the
root of crops slowly,so the flow and moisture distribution is different from
others and this Soil box experiments was used to study it.the result shows that
when the trace quantity irrigation tape was buried into the soil the flow is
approximately 53% of it in the air and the moisture distribution is divided into
three kinds according to the depth.
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Introduction

In order to improve the efficiency of water use in agricultural irrigation ,we shall do
some further research on the basis of existing water saving irrigation techniques to
promote water conservation and the development of agriculture.Underground drip
irrigation technology is a high efficient and water saving irrigation technique on the
basis of the development of the drip irrigation technology[1].
Trace quantity irrigation technology is the perfection of the underground drip
irrigation technology which is increasingly mature,making the quantity of irrigation
close to the actual amount of water that the plants need as far as possible is the key
word to minimize the invalid evaporation[2].The underground drip irrigation
technology has greatly reduced the evaporation and the using of the high frequency of
micro-irrigation technology will further reduce the quantity of it, on the premise of
that high frequency will ensure the growth of crop , try to make the supply of water
exactly equal to the quantity that absorbed by roots during the corresponding period
of time.Theoretically,uninterrupted flow is demanded during whole life cycle of
crop,if we can supply the flow to root zone along with the change of the requirements
of different times that will has a certain extent reduce of evaporation. Based on the
above ideas and trace quantity irrigation is developed based on soil capillary force
principle and membrane filtration technology which will supply continuous, slowly
amount of water to the crops[3,4].
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Experiments and Methods

Soil box size is 1.2m × 0.8m × 0.6m, emitters spacing are 30cm, arranged four
emitters, the two sides emitters are 15cm from the box edge.
Before buried trace quantity irrigation tape into the soil, conducted background
value measurement, using soil auger which diameter is 3cm to take soil in the box,
Randomly selected three points, one point take six layers are 0-10, 10-20, 20-30, 3040, 40-50, 50-60cm, the oven drying method used for determining soil moisture
content. Soil moisture background value shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Background values of soil moisture content
Depth/cm
Soil Moisture
Content/%

0-10

10-20

20-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

5.77

6.17

8.09

9.17

6.96

9.39

Using Markov Bottles to supply water, Markov bottles will be placed on a tripod,
adjust the height, maintain 1 meter constant head to supply water for trace quantity
irrigation tape. The trace quantity irrigation tape was buried 15cm under the soil[5,6].
Collecting sample during irrigation 1d, 4d, 10d, 16d, respectively, using soil
auger to get three points (three points are 5cm, 12.5cm and 25cm away from the
emitters),each point take 0-10,10-20,20-30,30-40,40-50,50-60 cm layers of soil, the
first sample we collect from the end of trace quantity irrigation tape.

Fig.1. Soil box floorplan and sampling points（unit：mm）
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Data analysis and discussion

After continuous observation for 16 days, we regularly read Markov bottle readings,
the single emitter flow amount is shown in the table below.
Before the experiment, we test the average flow of the four emitters in air under
1m head, the average flow was 0.36L/d.
Table 2.
Date

Time

13-Apr-14
13-Apr-14
14-Apr-14
17-Apr-14
19-Apr-14
23-Apr-14
24-Apr-14
27-Apr-14
29-Apr-14
30-Apr-14

4:50 PM
5:39 PM
4:50 PM
4:10 AM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
3:13 PM
3:40 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM

Single emitter flow amount
Cumulative
flow amount /L
0.078
0.2756
0.462
1.053
1.5574
2.4076
2.5766
3.08
3.4138
3.5646

Average
flow amount /L

0.1864
0.197
0.2522
0.21255
0.169
0.1678
0.1669
0.1508

During the experiment, We monitored the single emitter of trace quantity
irrigation tape in the interval sampling time, the average daily flow amount
showed a trend that first increase and then decrease, with soil gradually wetting.
On April 14th, the average flow amount was 0.1864L/d, then on April 19th,
peaked at 0.2522L/d, after that, rapidly decreased to 0.1508L/d. The mean flow
amount was 0.1935L/d, approximately 53% flow amount in the air.
We took four times soil samples during the experiment, measured three
points (three points are 5cm, 12.5cm and 25cm away from the emitters),each
point take 0-10,10-20,20-30,30-40,40-50,50-60cm layers of soil, then draw line
chart of soil moisture charge with layers by Excel, shown in Fig.2 (a, b, c, d, are
10-20, 20-30, 40-50, 50-60line chart, respectively).

（a）

（b）

（c）

（d）
Fig.2. line chart of soil moisture charge with layers

Fig.2 indicated that the the trend of moisture content with the distant to the
surface of the soil change. Analysis of the problem from the perspective of the
wet area horizontal propagation to observe the change of moisture content,
whether it is 5 cm, 12.5 cm or 25 cm away from the emitters,the soil moisture
content is gradually increasing with time at 10-20cm,and when the area is nearer
to the emitters the moisture content increased faster,after 10 days’ experiment this
trend begin to slow down and at the following 6 days’ experiment the increased of
moisture content is 15% of it increased at the beginning of the 10 days’
experiment.To compared with 10-20cm that the trend of increased at 20-30cm is
slow down and even appeared to reduce,this phenomenon is sharped in the region
of the 40 to 50 cm away from the surface of the soil, after 3 days’ experiment at
the beginning the moisture content fell down from 11% to 6%.This situation has
changed at 50-60cm, soil moisture content in this region has a slowly increased at
the fist and then tended to be stable , this process makes the soil moisture content
rise 2% and this amount is 25% of the soil moisture content increased at 10-20cm
only.
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Results and conclusion

Compared with ordinary subsurface drip irrigation the amounts of flow is small
and when the emitters buried in the soil the flow amount is about 53% in the air,
while the experiment demonstrated that under 1m head only, but the biggest
characteristic of trace quantity irrigation is to use soil capillary force and supply
water according to crop demand, if we increase the head to pursuit the flow only
that is equivalent to give up this feature, but how is the crop growth under the
condition of water absorbing and should we need appropriately add head still
need further studies.
Due to the flow amount is very few and soil surface evaporation makes that
even in the condition of trace quantity irrigation the soil moisture content growing
slowly even has a reduce trend in the beginning of 3 to 5 days, but this is most
important period to the germination of seeds,in order to make the seeds germinate
well we shall let the trace quantity irrigation emitters closely to the surface of soil
as far as possible , but the most suitable distance still needs further research.
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